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QUESTION 1

Your client wants to utilize product categories on sourcing rules. They have created a new category for this and
populated the items for it. 

Where do they set up the category planning uses when evaluating sourcing rules? 

A. Manage Planning Profile Options 

B. Manage Plans 

C. Manage Sourcing Rules 

D. Manage Assignment Sets 

E. Manage Planning Source Systems 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Cost accounting captures costed transactions that are picked up by the cost processor. Which is not picked up by the
cost processor? 

A. invoices and revenue interfaced from Cloud Receivables 

B. supplier invoices interfaced from Cloud Payables 

C. shipping, receiving, and inventory transactions from manufacturing 

D. period close adjusting journal entries for Payroll 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Your client has high-priority customers with frequent, small volume orders. 

Which two steps should a backlog planner consider if a backlog run does not produce the desired results? (Choose
two.) 

A. Edit the "Enforce Current Commit" or "Pull-in Enabled\\' demand attributes. 

B. Activate more intricate Demand Priority rules. 

C. Isolate the problematic customer in its own Backlog Planning run. 

D. Consider simulation. 

E. Edit the "Pull-in Disabled" demand attribute. 
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Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4

You are running a demand plan for the first time and you want to generate forecast for the next six months. Which two
demand plans run options should be selected? (Choose two.) 

A. Under data refresh options, select "Refresh with selected current data" and chose sales orders. 

B. Under data refresh options, select "Refresh with current data." 

C. Select sales orders as forecast profile. 

D. Select forecast shipments as forecast profiles. 

E. Under data refresh options, select "Refresh with demand planning data." 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

You are a demand planner and you want to generate forecast for all laptop and desktop products in the US business
unit. You are using standard enterprise and product hierarchy. You have created a demand plan and now you must
define plan scope. 

Identify three valid steps. (Choose three.) 

A. For plan parameters, select forecasting calendar as Gregorian and time level as week. 

B. For forecasting items, select hierarchy as product, level as category level 1, and laptop and desktop categories as
level members. 

C. For plan parameters, select forecasting calendar as Gregorian and time level as month. 

D. For plan organizations, select hierarchy as enterprise, level as country, and US as level member. 

E. For forecasting items, select hierarchy as product, level as product, and all laptop and desktop products as level
members. 

F. For plan organizations, select hierarchy as enterprise, level as business unit, and US and level member. 

Correct Answer: ABD 
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